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ABSTRACT
We update our recently published model for GAlaxy Evolution and Assembly (GAEA), to
include a self-consistent treatment of the partition of cold gas in atomic and molecular hy-
drogen. Our model provides significant improvements with respect to previous ones used for
similar studies. In particular, GAEA (i) includes a sophisticated chemical enrichment scheme
accounting for non-instantaneous recycling of gas, metals and energy; (ii) reproduces the mea-
sured evolution of the galaxy stellar mass function; (iii) reasonably reproduces the observed
correlation between galaxy stellar mass and gas metallicity at different redshifts. These are
important prerequisites for models considering a metallicity-dependent efficiency of molecular
gas formation. We also update our model for disc sizes and show that model predictions are
in nice agreement with observational estimates for the gas, stellar and star-forming discs at
different cosmic epochs. We analyse the influence of different star formation laws including
empirical relations based on the hydrostatic pressure of the disc, analytic models and pre-
scriptions derived from detailed hydrodynamical simulations. We find that modifying the star
formation law does not affect significantly the global properties of model galaxies, neither
their distributions. The only quantity showing significant deviations in different models is
the cosmic molecular-to-atomic hydrogen ratio, particularly at high redshift. Unfortunately,
however, this quantity also depends strongly on the modelling adopted for additional physi-
cal processes. Useful constraints on the physical processes regulating star formation can be
obtained focusing on low-mass galaxies and/or at higher redshift. In this case, self-regulation
has not yet washed out differences imprinted at early time.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: star forma-
tion.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
A proper description of how galaxies form and evolve requires
necessarily an understanding of the physical mechanisms regulat-
ing the star formation process within dense regions of molecular
clouds. At the microscopic level, star formation arises from a com-
plex interplay between e.g. turbulence, rotation and geometry of the
cloud, and magnetic fields, making a self-consistent treatment of the
process from ‘first principles’ unfeasible in theoretical models of
galaxy formation and evolution. Fortunately, clear and tight corre-
lations are measured between the rate at which stars form within a
(disc) galaxy and the amount of gas in the disc. Such correlations
have, for decades now, been a crucial element of theoretical models
of galaxy formation.
 E-mail: lzxie@oats.inaf.it
One commonly adopted star formation formulation is based
on the so-called Schmidt–Kennicutt law (Schmidt 1959;
Kennicutt 1998), which relates the surface density of the star for-
mation rate SF to that of the gas gas via a simple power law:
SF ∝ ngas, with n = 1.4.1 In many galaxy formation models, a
slightly different formulation is used, which assumes the star for-
mation rate declines rapidly for surface densities below a critical
value, often estimated using the disc stability criterion introduced
by Toomre (1964). For the sample presented in Kennicutt (1998),
the correlation between SF and gas (including both molecular and
atomic hydrogen) was stronger than that with the surface density
of molecular gas H2 . Albeit this and earlier work pointed out that
1 Kennicutt (1998) show that a formulation that assumes the surface density
of star formation rate scales with the ratio of the gas density to the average
orbital time-scale, fitted their data equally well.
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the larger scatter of the latter relation could be at least in part due to
variations in the CO/H2 conversion factor, most models up to a few
years ago simply assumed that the star formation rate depends on
the amount (and/or surface density) of ‘cold gas’ (typically all gas
below 104 K), with no attempt to partition it in its molecular and
atomic components.
In the last decade, our phenomenological understanding of star
formation in galaxies has improved significantly thanks to the ad-
vent of high-quality spatially resolved observations in H I (e.g. the
H I Nearby Galaxy Survey – Walter et al. 2008) and CO, (e.g. The
BIMA Survey of Nearby Galaxies – Helfer et al. 2003 and The
HERA CO Line Extragalactic Survey – Leroy et al. 2009) and,
at the same time, of more reliable estimates of the star formation
at different wavelengths for large samples of nearby galaxies (e.g.
The Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey – Calzetti et al. 2007;
Kennicutt et al. 2007, and the Galaxy Evolution Explorer Nearby
Galaxies Survey – Gil de Paz et al. 2007). These data clearly demon-
strate that star formation correlates strongly with the molecular
gas in a galaxy, and poorly or not at all with the atomic gas (e.g.
Wong & Blitz 2002; Kennicutt et al. 2007; Leroy et al. 2008). In
non-barred spiral galaxies, the fraction of molecular gas increases
towards the centre, where the H I gas surface density remains flat
or weakly declines (Bigiel et al. 2008). The threshold in star for-
mation suggested by early observations (Kennicutt 1989; Martin &
Kennicutt 2001) can therefore be interpreted as a transition to a
different regime of star formation activity. Although it is unclear if
molecular gas is a necessary condition for star formation (see e.g.
Glover & Clark 2012; Hu et al. 2016, and references therein), The
observational data provide a detailed characterization of the star
formation law in terms of molecular hydrogen.
Based on a relatively small sample of nearby galaxies, Blitz &
Rosolowsky (2006) argue that the ratio of molecular-to-atomic hy-
drogen surface density is determined by the hydrostatic pressure
of the disc. The scatter in the Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006) relation
is relatively large, and alternative interpretations have been pro-
vided for the observations. A different view considers the molecu-
lar fraction as determined by a balance between the production of
molecular hydrogen on the surface of dust grains and dissociation
of the molecules by radiation from young stars (Krumholz, McKee
& Tumlinson 2009b; Gnedin & Kravtsov 2011).
While the physical processes regulating star formation remain to
be understood, the new rich phenomenology described above has
also triggered significant activity devoted to update and test the in-
fluence of H2-based star formation laws both in hydrodynamical
simulations (e.g. Gnedin & Kravtsov 2011; Kuhlen et al. 2012) and
in semi-analytic models of galaxy formation (e.g. Fu et al. 2010; La-
gos et al. 2011a; Somerville, Popping & Trager 2015). Given their
flexibility and limited computational costs, the latter represents an
ideal interpretative tool for large ongoing surveys of cold gas in
nearby and distant galaxies (Lagos et al. 2011b; Fu et al. 2012;
Popping, Somerville & Trager 2014), as well as future projects
planned on facilities such as the Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-
millimeter Array (Wootten & Thompson 2009), the Square Kilo-
metre Array (Carilli & Rawlings 2004) and its pathfinders (Booth
et al. 2009; Johnston et al. 2008), and the Five-hundred-meter Aper-
ture Spherical radio Telescope (Nan et al. 2011).
In this work, we extend our new and recently published semi-
analytic model for GAlaxy Evolution and Assembly (GAEA) by
including an explicit treatment for the partition of cold gas in its
atomic and molecular component. As one of its major features,
GAEA includes a sophisticated scheme for chemical enrichment
based on non-instantaneous recycling of gas, energy and metals
(De Lucia et al. 2014). Hirschmann, De Lucia & Fontanot (2016)
show that GAEA also successfully reproduces the evolution of the
observed correlation between the galaxy stellar mass and cold gas
metallicity – an important prerequisite for schemes that assume the
molecular-to-atomic ratio depends on the gas metallicity.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we intro-
duce our semi-analytic model and describe in detail the star for-
mation laws that we considered. In Section 3, we describe how
these different star formation laws affect the physical properties of
galaxies, and compare basic statistics on the distribution of stellar
masses, H I and H2 with available data. In Section 4, we com-
pare model predictions with observed scaling relations between
the amount of molecular and atomic hydrogen, gas metallicity,
size of the star-forming discs and galaxy stellar mass. In Sec-
tion 6, we discuss our results also in the framework of previous
work. Finally, in Section 7, we summarize our findings and give
our conclusions.
2 SEMI -ANA LY TI C MODEL
In this work, we take advantage of our recently published model
GAEA (Hirschmann et al. 2016, hereafter HDLF16). This model
builds on that described in De Lucia & Blaizot (2007), with mod-
ifications introduced to follow more accurately processes on the
scales of the Milky Way satellites (De Lucia & Helmi 2008; Li, De
Lucia & Helmi 2010). The evolution of the baryonic component of
dark matter haloes is traced by following four different reservoirs:
stars in galaxies, cold gas in the galaxy discs, diffuse hot gas asso-
ciated with dark matter haloes and an ejected gas component. The
transfer of mass and energy between these components is modelled
assuming specific prescriptions for gas cooling, star formation, stel-
lar feedback (including metal enrichment, reheating of cold gas, and
gas ejection), galaxy mergers (and associated starbursts), bulge for-
mation during mergers and driven by disc instability. The model
also includes prescriptions for cold (merger driven) and hot gas
accretion on to super massive black holes, and for the suppression
of cooling flows in massive haloes from radio-loud active galactic
nuclei (AGNs).
Our physical model for the evolution of the baryonic compo-
nents of galaxies is coupled to the output of cosmological dark mat-
ter simulations, as detailed in De Lucia & Blaizot (2007). In this
study, we use dark matter merger trees from two large-scale cos-
mological simulations: the Millennium simulation (MS; Springel
et al. 2005), and the Millennium II simulation (MSII; Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2009). Both simulations consist of 21603 particles;
the box size is 500 Mpc h−1 for the MS and 100 Mpc h−1 for the
MSII, while the particle mass is 8.6 × 108 M h−1 for the MS
and 6.89 × 106 M h−1 for the MSII. Both simulations assume a
WMAP1 cosmology, with m = 0.25, b = 0.045, λ = 0.75,
h = 0.73 and σ 8 = 0.9. Recent measurements from Planck (Planck
Collaboration XIII 2016) and WMAP9 (Bennett et al. 2013) pro-
vide slightly different cosmological parameters and, in particular, a
larger value for m and a lower one for σ 8. As shown in previous
work, however, these differences are expected to have little influ-
ence on model predictions, once model parameters are returned to
reproduce a given set of observables in the local Universe (Wang
et al. 2008; Guo et al. 2013).
In the following, we will briefly summarize the physical pre-
scriptions that are relevant for this work, and discuss in detail our
modifications to include a modelling of star formation that depends
on the amount of molecular hydrogen.
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2.1 Star formation and stellar feedback in the GAEA model
In our work, we will assume as a reference ‘fiducial’ model the one
presented in HDLF16 including prescriptions for stellar feedback
based on the Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE) Hopkins
et al. (2014) simulations, plus the modifications discussed below in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
In this model, the rate of star formation depends on the amount
of ‘cold gas’, defined as all gas with temperature below 104 K,
associated with a model galaxy. In particular, we assume
˙M = αsf × Msf/τdyn, (1)
whereαsf = 0.03 is the efficiency at which gas is converted into stars,
and τdyn = rdisc/Vvir is the dynamical time of the galaxy. rdisc is the
radius of the star-forming region. We assume this is equal to three
times the scalelength of the disc (assuming an exponential profile,
as in our case, this means that the star-forming region includes
∼99.6 per cent of the total gas mass). Vvir is the virial velocity of
the parent substructure (or the virial velocity at the last time there
was a resolved subhalo for orphan galaxies.)
Msf is the amount of gas available for star formation. Following
De Lucia & Helmi (2008), this is computed by integrating the
surface density of the cold gas disc, assumed to be exponential, out
to the radius (rcrit) at which the gas surface density drops below the
following critical value (Kennicutt 1989):
crit[M pc−2] = 0.59 × Vvir[km s−1]/(rdisc [kpc]). (2)
GAEA features a detailed treatment for chemical enrichment that
accounts for the finite lifetime of stars and its dependence on stellar
mass, and allows us to trace individual chemical abundances and
non-instantaneous recycling of metals, gas and energy. We refer
to De Lucia et al. (2014) for a detailed description of the relevant
prescriptions. Briefly, our model includes separate sets of chemi-
cal yields for asymptotic giant branch stars and both Supernovae
Type Ia (SnIa – the main contributors of iron-peak elements) and
Type II (SnII – that mainly release α elements, including O, Mg,
Si, S, Ca). The assumed delay time distribution for SnIa corre-
sponds to a fraction of prompt2 SnIa of about 5 per cent. When a
star formation event takes place, our code stores the information
about the metals, energy and mass of helium and hydrogen that
will be available at any time in the future. These information are
then included as galaxy evolution proceeds forward in cosmic time.
De Lucia et al. (2014) argue that this approach provides a more
accurate accounting of the timings and properties of individual star
formation events than alternative methods based on the storage and
binning of the past star formation history of model galaxies. We
note that all previous semi-analytic models that include an explicit
treatment of the partition between atomic and molecular gas (Fu
et al. 2010; Lagos et al. 2011a; Somerville et al. 2015) are based on
an instantaneous recycling approximation.
The energy released by supernovae and stellar winds is assumed
to reheat some of the cold gas in the disc and to drive large-scale
galactic winds, ejecting gas out of the parent halo. Our model for
stellar feedback is based on parametrizations extracted from the
FIRE hydrodynamical simulations (Hopkins et al. 2014; Muratov
et al. 2015). Specifically, the reheating rate of the cold gas depends
2
‘Prompt’ is here defined as exploding within 108 yr from the star formation
episode. The fraction increases to about 23 per cent when considering SnIa
events within 4 × 108 yr.
on the star formation rate and scales both with redshift and with the
potential well of the galaxy:
˙Mreheat = 	reheat(1 + z)1.25
(
Vmax
60 km s−1
)α
× ˙M. (3)
Vmax is the maximum circular velocity of the parent halo. When
Vmax < 60 km s−1, the index α is −3.2, while for larger values of
Vmax, α = −1.0. The reheating efficiency, 	reheat, is assumed to be
constant and equal to 0.3. The total energy released by massive stars
can be expressed as
˙E = 	eject(1 + z)1.25
(
Vmax
60 km s−1
)α
× 0.5 · ˙M · V 2SN, (4)
where 0.5V 2SN is the mean kinetic energy of SN ejecta per unit
mass of stars formed, and 	eject = 0.1 is the ejection efficiency. An
ejection rate can then be computed as
˙Meject =
˙E − 0.5 ˙MreheatV 2vir
0.5V 2vir
. (5)
Following the approach by Henriques et al. (2013), we assume that
ejected gas can be re-accreted on a time-scale that depends on the
virial mass of the parent halo.
As discussed in HDLF16, this stellar feedback scheme allows us
to reproduce the measured evolution of the galaxy stellar mass func-
tion, and the observed correlation between galaxy stellar mass and
its gaseous/stellar metallicity content. In particular, this model also
reproduces the observed evolution of the mass-cold gas metallicity
relation to higher redshift. This is an important aspect of our refer-
ence model since some of the star formation laws we will discuss
below depend explicitly on the metallicity of the cold gas.
2.2 Disc sizes
As explained above, the rate at which gas is converted into stars
depends sensibly on the size of the gaseous disc. As described
below, this is the case also for the fraction of molecular to atomic
hydrogen. In the GAEA model, no distinction is made between the
sizes of gaseous and stellar discs. Both are assumed to have an
exponential surface density profile:
disc = 0 exp
(
− r
rdisc
)
(6)
where 0 = M/2πr2disc, with M equal to the mass of cold gas or stars
in the disc, and rdisc the scalelength of the (gaseous and stellar) disc.
Assuming conservation of specific angular momentum, cold gas is
assumed to settle in a rotationally supported disc with scalelength
given by
rdisc = λ√
2
R200, (7)
where λ is the spin parameter of the dark matter halo, and R200 is
the radius within which the mean mass density is 200 times of the
critical density of the Universe (Mo, Mao & White 1998). At each
time-step, the scalelength of the disc is recomputed by taking the
mass-weighted average gas profile of the existing disc and that of
the new material being accreted (cooling).
In this study, we use an improved modelling of disc sizes which
distinguishes between gas and stellar discs and allows them to
grow continuously in mass and angular momentum in a physi-
cally plausible fashion. Specifically, we follow the model intro-
duced by Guo et al. (2011) that we briefly summarize here. When
gas cools on to galaxies, we assume it carries a specific angular
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momentum, jcooling, that matches the current value of the parent
friend-of-friend halo.3 The gaseous disc gains angular momentum
J cooling = j cooling × Mcooling during cooling, where Mcooling is the
mass of new cooling gas. When star formation occurs, we assume
that the stars formed have the same specific angular momentum
of the gaseous disc, jSF. When gas is recycled to the interstel-
lar medium, it carries the same specific angular momentum of the
stellar disc j recycling. Finally, during galaxy mergers, the angular
momentum of the accreted gas J acc,gas and accreted stars J acc, are
transferred from the merging satellites to the remnant centrals. The
variation of the total angular momentum vector of the gaseous disc,
during one time-step of integration, can then be expressed as

Jgas = J cooling − JSF + J recycling + J acc,gas, (8)
while for the stellar disc we can write

J  = JSF − J recycling + J acc,. (9)
Assuming both the stellar and gaseous discs have an exponential
profile, their scalelengths can be expressed as
rgas,d = Jgas/Mgas2Vmax , r,d =
J,d/M,d
2Vmax
, (10)
where Vmax is the maximum circular velocity of the host halo.
In Appendix A, we compare the disc sizes resulting from our
updated model to those from HDLF16. The updated model predicts
significantly larger gas and stellar discs than HDLF16 at the massive
end. Nevertheless, these difference cause negligible variations for
other properties like e.g. the stellar mass function and the mass–
metallicity relation.
2.3 Black hole growth model
In the GAEA model, the growth of supermassive black holes occurs
both during galaxy mergers, by accretion of cold disc gas and by
merging with each other (this is the so-called quasar-mode), and
through hot gas accretion from static haloes (the so-called radio-
mode).
Specifically, when a satellite with baryonic mass Msat merges
with a galaxy of mass Mcen, the black hole accretion rate is modelled
following Kauffmann & Haehnelt (2000) and Croton et al. (2006):
˙MBH,qmode =
fBH
(
Msat
Mcen
)
Mcold
(1 + 280 km s−1/Vvir)2 , (11)
where fBH = 0.03 is a free parameter, tuned to reproduce the local
relation between the black hole mass and the bulge mass. Mcold is
the cold gas mass of both central galaxy and satellite galaxy, and
Vvir is the virial velocity of the host halo.
For black holes hosted by central galaxies of static haloes:
˙MBH,rmode = κradio MBH108 M h−1
fhot
0.1
(
V200
200 km s−1
)3
, (12)
where fhot = Mhot/M200 is the hot gas ratio, and κ radio = 10−3 is the
accretion efficiency.
In GAEA, as well as in all previous versions of the model adopting
the same formulation, the accretion rates driven by galaxy mergers
are not Eddington limited. So, effectively, black holes are created by
3 Recent hydrodynamical simulations have shown that cooling gas carries a
few times the specific angular momentum of the halo (Danovich et al. 2015;
Stevens et al. 2017). We plan to analyse consequences of these findings in
our model in future work.
the first gas-rich galaxy mergers. We find that this scheme introduces
significant resolution problems, particularly when adopting models
where the star formation efficiency depends on the metallicity of
the cold gas component. In this case, star formation is delayed in
low-metallicity galaxies leading to an excess of cold gas that drives
very high accretion rates during later mergers. The net effect is that
of a systematic increase of the black hole masses, and therefore a
stronger effect of the radio-mode feedback. We discuss this issue in
detail in Appendix B.
To overcome these problems, we introduce a black hole seed at
the centre of haloes with virial temperatures above 104 K (cooling
is suppressed below this limit). The mass of the black hole seed
is assumed to scale with that of the parent halo according to the
following relation:
MBH =
(
M200
1010 M h−1
)1.33
× 10
10 Mh−1
3 × 106 . (13)
The power-law index 1.33 is derived assuming MBH ∝ V 4c as found
in Volonteri, Natarajan & Gu¨ltekin (2011, see also Di Matteo
et al. 2003), and using Vc ∝ (1 + z)1/2M1/3200 (Mo & White 2002).
We neglect here the redshift dependence in the last equation. The
mass of black hole seeds in our model ranges from 1000 to 105 M
in the MS and 10 to 104 M in the MSII.
Some recent studies (Bogda´n & Goulding 2015; Sabra et al. 2015)
argue for a weaker relation between the black hole mass and circular
velocity. We note, however, that we use equation (13) only at high
redshift, to generate the black hole seeds. Later on, black holes grow
through accretion and mergers following the specific modelling
discussed above. The normalization in equation (13) is chosen to
obtain a good convergence for the black hole–stellar mass relation
at redshift z = 0 (see Appendix B). Both the quasar and radio-mode
accretion rates on to black holes are Eddington limited in our new
model.
2.4 Star formation laws
As described in Section 2.1, our fiducial GAEA model assumes
that stars form from the total reservoir of cold gas, i.e. all gas that
has cooled below a temperature of 104 K. This is inconsistent with
the observational studies referred to in Section 1, showing that the
star formation rate per unit area correlates strongly with the surface
density of molecular gas. In order to account for these observational
results, it is necessary to include an explicit modelling for (i) the
transition from atomic (H I) to molecular (H2) hydrogen, and (ii) the
conversion of H2 into stars. We refer to these two elements of our
updated model as ‘star formation law’, and consider four different
models that are described in detail in the following.
In all cases, we assume that the star formation rate per unit area
of the disc is proportional to the surface density of the molecular
gas:
sf = νsfH2 , (14)
where νsf is the efficiency of the conversion of H2 into stars, and
assumes a different expression for different star formation laws. In
the following, we also assume that helium, dust and ionized gas ac-
count for 26 per cent of the cold gas at all redshifts. The remaining
gas is partitioned in H I and H2 as detailed below. As in previous
studies (Fu et al. 2010; Lagos et al. 2011a; Somerville et al. 2015),
we do not attempt to model self-consistently the evolution of molec-
ular and atomic hydrogen. Instead, we simply consider the physical
properties of the interstellar medium at each time-step of the evo-
lution, and use them to compute the molecular hydrogen fraction.
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Figure 1. Star formation (left-hand panel) and H I (right-hand panel) surface density profiles for one particular galaxy at z = 0 in different runs. These
correspond to a number of bins larger (red, solid) than our default choice (black, solid), smaller inner radius (blue, dashed) and larger outer radius (green,
dotted). This figure refers to the BR06 model, but results are similar for the other models considered. The vertical lines mark the effective radius.
This is then adopted to estimate the rate at which H2 is converted
into stars. We only apply the new star formation law to quiescent
star formation events. Merger-driven starbursts (that contribute to a
minor fraction of the cosmic star formation history in our model)
are treated following the same prescriptions adopted in our fiducial
GAEA model (HDLF16).
In all models considered, both the star formation time-scale and
molecular hydrogen ratio depend on the gas surface density. In our
calculations, we divide the gaseous disc in 20 logarithmic annuli
from 0.2 rgas, d to 10 rgas, d, where rgas, d is the scalelength of the
cold gas disc and is computed as detailed in Section 2.2. For each
annulus, we compute the fraction of molecular hydrogen and the
corresponding star formation rate. Equation (14) becomes
sf,i = νsf,iH2,i , (15)
where sf, i, νsf, i and H2,i represent the average SFR density, star
formation efficiency and molecular surface density in each annulus
(with i going from 1 to 20). Then the total star formation rate is
˙M =
20∑
i=1
sf,iSi , (16)
where Si is the area of each annulus. The annuli are not ‘fixed’
as in e.g. Fu et al. (2010), but recomputed for each star formation
episode. We checked that results are not significantly affected by the
number and size of the rings. In particular, we carried out test runs
using 100 annuli, a larger outer radius ([0.2 rrgas, d, 20 rgas, d]), or a
smaller inner radius ([0.1 rrgas, d, 10 rgas, d]), and find little difference
in the final properties of galaxies. Fig. 1 shows the surface density
profile of the star formation rate and H I for one particular galaxy
at z = 0. Only results for one of the models described below (the
BR06) are shown, but these are similar for all models considered.
The vertical lines mark the effective radius, defined as the radius
that includes half of the total SFR or half of the H I mass. We find
that different choices for the division of the discs in annuli cause
less than 5 per cent differences for the sizes of the cold gas discs
and stellar discs, for all galaxies above the resolution limit of our
simulations. We verify that also the relations between SFR, H I mass,
stellar disc sizes and stellar mass are not significantly affected by
different choices for the number or the size of the annuli.
In the next subsections, we discuss in detail the four star forma-
tion laws used in our study. Their parameters have been chosen to
reproduce the galaxy stellar mass function, H I mass function and
H2 mass function (less weight has been given to this observable
because of the relevant uncertainties in the CO to H2 conversion) at
z = 0 using the MS. All parameters entering the modelling of other
physical processes are kept unchanged with respect to our fiducial
model.
2.4.1 The Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006) star formation law (BR06)
This star formation law is based on the relation observed in local
galaxies between the ratio of molecular to atomic hydrogen (Rmol)
and the mid-plane pressure acting on the galactic disc (Pext) (Blitz
& Rosolowsky 2006). Specifically,
Rmol,br = H2
H I
=
(
Pext
P0
)α
, (17)
where P0 is the external pressure of molecular clumps. Based on
their sample of 14 nearby galaxies, Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006)
find P0 ranging between 0.4 × 104 and 7.1 × 104 cm−3 K,
and values for α varying between 0.58 and 1.64. We assume
log(P0/kB [cm−3 K]) = 4.54 and α = 0.92, that correspond to the
mean values.
The hydrostatic pressure at the mid-plane can be written as fol-
lows (Elmegreen 1989):
Pext = π2 Ggas[gas + fσ], (18)
where gas and ∗ are the surface density of the cold gas and of
the stars in each annulus, and f(σ ) = σ gas/σ ∗ is the ratio between
the vertical velocity dispersion of the gas and that of the stellar
disc. We assume a constant velocity dispersion for the gaseous
disc of σ gas = 10 km s−1 (Leroy et al. 2008), while for the stellar
disc we follow Lagos et al. (2011a) and assume σ =
√
πGh
and h∗ = r∗, d/7.3, based on observations of nearby disc galaxies
(Kregel, van der Kruit & de Grijs 2002). For pure gaseous discs,
equation (18) is simplified by setting to zero the stellar surface
density.
Following Lagos et al. (2011a), we assume for this model:
νsf,br = νbr,0
[
1 +
(
gas
0,br
)0.4]
, (19)
where 0, br = 200 M pc−2 is the critical density where the slope
of the relation between SFR and H2 steepens (Bigiel et al. 2008).
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νbr, 0 = 0.4 Gyr−1 is chosen to reproduce the observed H2 mass
function and galaxy stellar mass function at z = 0.
2.4.2 The Krumholz et al. (2009b, KMT09) star formation law
In a series of papers, Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson (2008, 2009a)
and Krumholz et al. (2009b) developed an analytic model to deter-
mine the fraction of molecular hydrogen, within a single atomic–
molecular complex, resulting from the balance between dissociation
of molecules by interstellar radiation, molecular self-shielding and
formation of molecules on the surface of dust grains. Accounting for
the fact that the ratio between the intensity of the dissociating radia-
tion field and the number density of gas in the cold atomic medium
that surrounds the molecular part of a cloud depends (weakly) only
on metallicity (Wolfire et al. 2003), the molecular to total fraction
can be written as
fmol,kmt = H2
H2 + H I
= 1 −
[
1 +
(
3
4
skmt
1 + δ
)−5]−1/5
, (20)
where,
skmt = ln(1 + 0.6χkmt)/(0.04comp,0 Z′), (21)
χkmt = 0.77(1 + 3.1Z′0.365), (22)
δ = 0.0712 (0.1s−1kmt + 0.675)−2.8, (23)
and
comp,0 = comp/(1 M pc−2). (24)
comp is the surface density of a giant molecular cloud (GMC) on a
scale of ∼100 pc, and Z′ is the metallicity of the gas normalized to
the solar value (we assume Z = 0.02). Following Krumholz et al.
(2009b), we assume comp = fcgas, where fc ≥ 1 is a ‘clumping
factor’ that approaches 1 on scales close to 100 pc, and that we
treat as a free parameter of the model. In previous studies, values
assumed for this parameter range from 1.5 (Fu et al. 2010) to 5
(Lagos et al. 2011a). In our case, fc = 3 provides predictions that
are in reasonable agreement with data, while larger values tend to
underpredict the H I content of massive galaxies. Krumholz et al.
(2009b) stress that some of the assumptions made in their model
break at gas metallicities below roughly 5 per cent solar (Z′ < 0.05).
As discussed e.g. in Somerville et al. (2015), POP III stars will
rapidly enrich the gas to metallicities ∼10−3 Z at high redshift.
Following their approach, when computing the molecular fraction,
we assume this threshold in case the metallicity of the cold gas is
lower. We adopt the same treatment also in the GK11 model and
the K13 model described below.
As for the efficiency of star formation, we follow Krumholz et al.
(2009b) and assume
νsf,kmt =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
νkmt,0 ×
(
gas
kmt
)−0.33
, gas < kmt
νkmt,0 ×
(
gas
kmt
)0.33
, gas > kmt,
(25)
where kmt = 85 M pc−2 is the average surface density of
GMCs in Local Group galaxies (Bolatto et al. 2008), and
νkmt, 0 = 0.38 Gyr−1 is the typical value found in GMCs of nearby
galaxies. We find a better agreement with H2 mass function at
z = 0 when using a slightly larger values for this model parameter:
νkmt, 0 = 0.5 Gyr−1.
2.4.3 The Krumholz (2013, K13) star formation law
Krumholz (2013) extend the model described in the previous sec-
tion to the molecule-poor regime (here the typical star formation
rate is significantly lower than that found in molecular-rich regions).
KMT09 assumes the cold neutral medium (CNM) and warm neu-
tral medium are in a two-phase equilibrium. In this case, the ratio
between the interstellar radiation field (G′0) and the column den-
sity of CNM (nCNM ) is a weak function of metallicity. However, the
equilibrium breaks down in H I-dominated regions. Here, G′0 and
nCNM are calculated as summarized below.
The molecular hydrogen fraction can be written as
fmol,k13 =
{
1 − (3/4)sk13/(1 + 0.25sk13), sk13 < 2
0, sk13 ≥ 2,
(26)
where
sk13 ≈ ln(1 + 0.6χk13 + 0.01χ
2
k13)
0.6τc,k13
, (27)
τc,k13 = 0.066fcZ′0,k13, (28)
χk13 = 7.2 G
′
0
nCNM/10 cm−3
(29)
and 0, k13 = gas/1 M pc−2.
As for the KMT09 model, we assume fc = 3 and use
Z′ = 0.001 Z to estimate the molecular fraction when the cold
gas metallicity Zgas < 10−3 Z. In the above equations, χk13 repre-
sents a dimensionless radiation field parameter. Our model adopts a
universal initial mass function (IMF) for star formation, both for qui-
escent episodes and starbursts. UV photons are primarily emitted by
OB stars, and the UV luminosity can be assumed to be proportional
to the star formation rate. To estimate G′0, we use the star formation
rate integrated over the entire gaseous disc, averaged over the time
interval between two subsequent snapshots (this correspond to 20
time-steps of integration).4 Specifically, we can write
G′0 ≈
˙M
˙M,MW
, (30)
and assume ˙M,MW = 1 M yr−1 for the total SFR of the Milky
Way (observational estimates range from 0.68 to 2.2 M yr−1, e.g.
Murray & Rahman 2010; Robitaille & Whitney 2010).
nCNM is assumed to be the largest between the minimum CNM
density in hydrostatic balance and that in two-phase equilibrium:
nCNM = max(nCNM,2p , nCNM,hydro ). (31)
In particular, the column density of the CNM in two-phase equilib-
rium can be written as
nCNM,2p = 23G′0
(
1 + 3.1Z′0.365
4.1
)−1
cm−3, (32)
while
nCNM,hydro =
Pth
1.1kBTCNM,max
. (33)
4 A similar modelling has been adopted in Somerville et al. (2015). We note
that a more physical expression for the intensity of the interstellar radiation
field would be in terms of the surface density of the star formation rate.
We have tested, however, that within our semi-analytic framework such
alternative expression does not affect significantly our model predictions.
Results of our tests are shown in Appendix C.
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kB is the Boltzmann constant, TCNM,max = 243 K is the maximum
temperature of the CNM (Wolfire et al. 2003), and Pth is the thermal
pressure at mid-plane (Ostriker, McKee & Leroy 2010):
Pth = πG
2
H I
4α
⎧⎨
⎩1 + 2RH2 +
[
(1 + 2RH2 )2 +
32ζdασ 2gasρsd
πG2H I
]1/2⎫⎬
⎭.
(34)
In the above equation, RH2 = MH2/Mgas − MH2 is the molecular
hydrogen mass after star formation at the last time-step, Mgas is the
current total cold gas mass and ρsd is the volume density of stars
and dark matter. To compute the latter quantity, we assume an NFW
profile for dark matter haloes and assign to each halo, at a given
redshift and of given mass (M200), a concentration using the calcu-
lator provided by Zhao et al. (2009). Once the halo concentration
is known, we can compute the density of dark matter at a given
radius. The volume density of stars is computed assuming an expo-
nential profile for the stellar disc and a Jaffe (1983) profile for the
stellar bulge. For the stellar disc height, we assume h∗ = r∗, d/7.3.
The other parameters correspond to the velocity dispersion of gas
σ gas = 10 km s−1, and a constant ζ d ≈ 0.33.
In the GMC regime, the free-fall time of molecular gas is
tff = 31−1/40 Myr. (35)
Then the star formation efficiency of transforming molecular gas to
stars is given by
νsf,k13 = 0.01
31−1/40,k13
Myr−1. (36)
2.4.4 The Gnedin & Kravtsov (2011, GK11) star formation law
Gnedin & Kravtsov (2011) carry out a series of high-resolution
hydro-simulations including non-equilibrium chemistry and an on-
the-fly treatment for radiative transfer. Therefore, their simulations
are able to follow the formation and photodissociation of molecular
hydrogen, and self-shielding in a self-consistent way. Gnedin &
Kravtsov (2011) provide a fitting function that parametrizes the
fraction of molecular hydrogen as a function of the dust-to-gas
ratio relative to that of the Milky Way (DMW), the intensity of the
radiation field (G′0), and the gas surface density (gas = H I+H2 ).
In particular,
fmol,gk = H2
gas
=
[
1 + c
gas
]−2
, (37)
where c is a characteristic surface density of neutral gas at which
star formation becomes inefficient.
c = 20 M pc−2
4/7
DMW
1√
1 + G′0D2MW
, (38)
with
 = ln(1 + gD3/7MW(G′0/15)4/7), (39)
g = 1 + αgksgk + s
2
gk
1 + sgk , (40)
sgk = 0.04
D + DMW , (41)
αgk = 5 G
′
0/2
1 + (G′0/2)2
, (42)
D = 1.5 × 10−3ln(1 + (3G′0)1.7). (43)
Following GK11, we use the metallicity of cold gas to get the dust
ratio: DMW ≈ Z′ = Zgas/Z. For G′0, we assume the same modelling
used for the K13 star formation law. We note that the simulations
by Gnedin & Kravtsov (2011) were carried out varying DMW from
10−3 to 3 and G′0 from 0.1 and 100. Their fitting formulae given
above are not accurate when DMW ≤ 0.01. We assume DMW = 10−3
to calculate the molecular fraction when the cold gas metallicity
Zgas < 10−3 Z.
GK11 also provide the star formation efficiency necessary to fit
the observational results in Bigiel et al. (2008) in their simulations:
νsf,gk = 10.8 Gyr ×
⎧⎨
⎩
1 gas ≥ gk(
gas
gk
)βgk−1
gas < gk,
(44)
where gas is the surface density of cold gas, gk = 200 M pc−2,
and βgk = 1.5.
3 T H E I N F L U E N C E O F D I F F E R E N T S TA R
F O R M AT I O N L AW S O N G A L A X Y
PHYSI CAL PROPERTI ES
As mentioned in Section 2, we run our models on two high-
resolution cosmological simulations: the MS and the MSII. Our
model parameters are calibrated using the MS, and merger trees
from the MSII are used to check resolution convergence. The main
observables that are used to calibrate our models are: the galaxy
stellar mass function, and the H I and H2 mass functions at z = 0. A
comparison between observational data and predictions from one
of our models (BR06) for galaxy clustering in the local Universe
has been presented recently in Zoldan et al. (2017).
In this section, we analyse in more detail the differences be-
tween the star formation laws considered, and discuss how they
affect the general properties of galaxies in our semi-analytic model.
Table 1 lists all star formation laws considered in this work and the
corresponding parameters.
3.1 Differences between H2 star formation laws
As discussed in the previous section, the star formation laws used in
this study can be separated in a component given by the calculation
of the molecular fraction fmol = H2/gas (or Rmol = H2/H I)
and one given by the star formation efficiency νsf.
Fig. 2 shows the molecular fraction predicted by the models con-
sidered in this study in three bins of interstellar radiation intensities
and gas metallicity, as a function of the gas surface density. Lines of
different colours correspond to different models, as indicated in the
legend. The molecular fraction in BR06 depends only on the disc
pressure, so the red curve is the same in each panel. The stellar disc
pressure is assumed to be zero for the line shown. Assuming a pos-
itive value for the pressure of the stellar disc, BR06 would predict
a slightly higher fmol, but this would not affect our conclusions. In
the K13 model, the molecular fraction calculation is based on the
molecular ratio at last time-step (equation 34). The shaded region
shown in the figure highlights the minimum and maximum value
for the molecular fraction, corresponding to the case its value at the
previous time-step is fmol = 1 (H2-dominated region) or fmol = 0 (H I-
dominated region), respectively. Since we do not have halo infor-
mation for K13, we assume ρsd = 2.6 × 10−5Q2g
2gas
1 Mpc−2 M pc
−3
and Qg = 2 (Krumholz 2013, see equation 35). In Appendix C, we
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Table 1. A summary of the star formation laws considered in this work, including a list of the corresponding free parameters. Column 2 gives the adopted
parametrization of the molecular fraction, while column 3 gives the assumed star formation efficiency. Column 4 lists the values assumed for the model free
parameters.
Model (colour) Molecular fraction [Rmol = H2H I , Star formation efficiency [νSF, Model parameters
fmol = H2gas ] SF = νsfH2 ]
1. Fiducial (black) Fixed molecular fraction Rmol = 0.4. ˙M = αsf × Msf/τdyn, αsf = 0.03,
τ dyn = rdisc/Vvir
Same as in HDLF16
2. BR06 (red) Rmol,br = ( PextP0 )α ,
Pext = π2 Ggas[gas + fσ],
f (σ ) ∝ 1/√r σ
νsf,br = νbr,0[1 + ( gas0,br )0.4] α = 0.92,
P0/kB[cm−3K] = 104.54
νbr, 0 = 0.4 Gyr−1
3. KMT09 (blue) fmol,kmt = 1 − [1 + ( 34 skmt1+δ )−5]−1/5,
δ = 0.0712(0.1s−1kmt + 0.675)−2.8,
skmt = ln(1+0.462(1+3.1Z)0.365)fcgasZ
νsf,kmt = νkmt,0 × ( gaskmt )−0.33
if gas < kmt,
νsf,kmt = νkmt,0 × ( gaskmt )0.33
if gas > kmt
fc = 3,
νkmt, 0 = 0.5 Gyr−1,
Z′min = 0.001 Z,
kmt = 85 Mpc−2
4. K13 (yellow) fmol, k13 = 1 − (3/4)sk13/(1 + 0.25sk13)
if sk13 < 2,
fmol, k13 = 0 if sk13 ≥ 2,
sk13 ≈ ln(1+0.6χk13+0.01χ
2
k13)
0.6fcZ0,k13 ,
χk13 ∝ ˙M/nCNM ,
nCNM = max(nCNM,2p , nCNM,hydro )
νsf,k13 = νk13,0

−1/4
0,k13
,
0, k13 = gas/1 M pc−2
fc = 3,
νk13, 0 = 0.32 Gyr−1,
Z′min = 0.001Z
5. GK11 (green) fmol,gk = [1 + cgas ]−2,
c ∝ 4/7Z 1√1+ ˙MZ2 ,
 ∝ ln(1 + g Z3/7( ˙M/15)4/7),
g = 1+αgk sgk+s
2
gk
1+sgk ,
sgk ∝ 1ln(1+(3 ˙M)1.7)+Z ,
αgk ∝ ˙M1+( ˙M/2)2
νsf, gk = νgk, 0 × 1 if gas ≥ gk,
νsf,gk = νgk,0 × ( gasgk )
βgk−1
if gas < gk
νgk, 0 = 1.25 Gyr−1,
βgk ≈ 1.5,
Z′min = 0.001 ,
gk ≈ 200 M pc−2
show that this assumption gives results that are very similar to those
obtained using the approach described in Section 2.4.3 to compute
ρsd.
The predicted molecular fraction differs significantly among the
models considered. For a metal-poor galaxy with little star forma-
tion and therefore low interstellar radiation (this would correspond
to the initial phases of galaxy formation), BR06 and K13 predict
higher molecular fraction than GK11 and KMT09 (top-left panel).
At fixed radiation intensity, an increase of the gas metallicity cor-
responds to an increase of the molecular fraction predicted by all
models but BR06. This is because a higher gas metallicity corre-
sponds to a larger dust-to-gas ratios, which boosts the formation
of hydrogen molecules. For the highest values of gas metallicity
considered (top-right panel), the GK11 model produces the highest
molecular fraction, BR06 the lowest. When the interstellar radia-
tion increases (from top to bottom rows), hydrogen molecules are
dissociated more easily and so the molecular fraction, at fixed metal-
licity and gas surface density, decreases. In particular, the GK11,
KMT09 and K13 models predict a very low molecular fraction
for the lowest metallicity and largest radiation intensity considered
(bottom-left panel). As metallicity in cold gas increases, GK11 pre-
dicts more molecular gas than the other models. As expected by
construction, in H2-dominated region, K13 gives similar molecular
fraction to KMT09. For metal-rich galaxies (right column), GK11
predicts more molecular gas than the other models, particularly at
low surface densities. The lowest molecular fractions are instead
predicted by the BR06 model.
Fig. 3 shows the star formation efficiency corresponding to the
four star formation laws implemented, as a function of the gas sur-
face density (see third column of Table 1). BR06 and K13 predict
an increasing star formation efficiency νsf with increasing surface
density of cold gas. GK11 predicts a monotonic increase of the
star formation efficiency up to gas surface density ∼100 M pc−2
and then a flattening. Finally, the KMT09 model predicts a de-
creasing star formation efficiency up to gas = 85 M pc−2. For
higher values of the gas surface density, the predicted star forma-
tion efficiency increases and is very close to that predicted by the
BR06 model. It is interesting to see if these different predictions
translate into a correlation between the star formation rate surface
density and gas surface density that is in agreement with the latest
observations.
Fig. 4 shows the surface density of star formation rate sf against
the surface density of neutral gas H I+H2 . We select galaxies in
MSII at redshift z = 0 and compare with observational estimates
compiled in Bigiel et al. (2010). Dots correspond to the surface den-
sity of star formation rate and neutral gas in each annulus of model
galaxies. Their colour indicates their cold gas metallicity. The figure
shows that all four star formation laws considered in our work re-
produce observations relatively well. The dependence on metallicity
for the KMT09 model is obvious. In the GK11 and K13 models, the
star formation rate depends also on the radiation intensity and the
metallicity dependence is weaker. Somerville et al. (2015) present
their predicted sf−H I+H2 relation in their fig. 6. They find a clear
metallicity dependence also for their prescription where H2 is de-
termined by the pressure of the interstellar medium, while for our
BR06 model we do not find a clear dependence on metallicity. We
believe that the reason is the different chemical enrichment models.
Somerville et al. (2015) use a fixed yield parameter, which naturally
leads to a tight relation between stellar surface density and cold gas
metallicity. In contrast, our model includes a detailed recycling and
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Figure 2. The molecular fraction predicted by all models considered in this study (different colours, as indicated in the legend), as a function of the cold gas
surface density. Different panels show results for different interstellar radiation intensity (G′0 = ˙M/ ˙M,MW, different rows) and gas metallicities (Z′ = Zgas/Z,
different columns) as labelled. The stellar disc pressure is assumed to be zero for the BR06 model. The shaded area shows the range of possible values for the
molecular fraction corresponding to the K13 model (see details in Section 3.1).
the metallicity of the cold gas and the disc pressure are not highly
correlated for our simulated galaxies.
3.2 The growth of galaxies in models with different star
formation laws
To show the influence of different star formation laws on the star
formation history of model galaxies, we select a sample of central
model galaxies in our fiducial model and compare their history to
that of the same galaxies modelled using the different star formation
laws considered. In particular, we randomly select 100 galaxies in
three stellar mass bins in the fiducial model:5 log (M∗/M) ∼ [9,
9.5], [10, 10.5], [11, 11.5]. For each galaxy, we trace back in time
its main progenitor (the most massive progenitor at each node of the
galaxy merger tree). Fig. 5 compares the average growth histories
of these galaxies. For this analysis, we use our runs based on the
MSII. The H I and H2 masses in the fiducial model are obtained
assuming a constant molecular ratio MH2/MH I = 0.4.
Let us focus first on galaxies in the lowest mass bin considered
(9 < log(M) < 9.5 M at z = 0, the left column in Fig. 5). In
all H2-based star formation laws considered, star formation starts
5 The final stellar masses are not significantly different in the other models,
as shown in Fig. 5.
with lower rates than that in our fiducial model. This happens be-
cause the amount of molecular hydrogen at high redshift is lower
than that in the fiducial model (see bottom-left panel). In addition,
star formation in the fiducial model takes place only after the gas
surface density is above a critical value, so most galaxies in this
model form stars intermittently (this does not show up because
Fig. 5 shows a mean for a sample of galaxies): once enough gas
is accumulated, stars can form at a rate that is higher than that
predicted by our H2-based star formation laws. Then for one or
a few subsequent snapshots, the star formation rate is again neg-
ligible until the gas surface densities again overcomes the critical
value. In contrast, for the H2-based models considered, star forma-
tion at early times is low but continuous for most of the galaxies.
Predictions from the BR06 and K13 models are very close to each
other while the slowest evolution is found for the KMT09 model.
The cold gas masses of low-mass galaxies are different between
models at early times. KMT09 and GK11 predict more cold gas
than fiducial model, while BR06 and K13 predict the lowest cold
gas mass. All models converge to very similar values at z ∼ 5 for
stellar mass and SFR, within a factor of 1.5. The mass of molec-
ular hydrogen converges only at z ∼ 2. The average mass of cold
gas remains different until present (at z = 0 the mass of cold gas
predicted by KMT09 model is about 1.3 times of that predicted by
K13 model).
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Figure 3. Star formation efficiency as a function of cold gas surface density.
Different colours correspond to the different models considered in our study
as indicated in the legend.
For the other two stellar mass bins considered (middle and right
columns in Fig. 5), the trends are the same, but there are larger
differences at low redshift. In particular, for the most massive bin
considered, the amount of molecular gas in the fiducial model stays
almost constant at redshift z < 2, while it decreases for the other
models. This is particularly evident for the KMT09 model and is
due to the fact that the black hole mass is larger and therefore the
AGN feedback is more efficient. For the same reason, both the
star formation rate and the stellar mass predicted by this model are
below those from the other ones over the same redshift interval.
As explained in Section 2.3, black holes grow through smooth
accretion of hot gas and accretion of cold gas during galaxy mergers.
Galaxies in the fiducial model have more cold gas than those in
BR06 and K13 at early times, thus the fiducial model predicts more
massive black holes. The KMT09 and GK11 models predict even
more massive black holes because when mergers take place there
are significant amounts of cold gas available which has not yet been
used to form stars.
3.3 The galaxy stellar mass function
Fig. 6 shows the galaxy stellar mass functions predicted by the
different models considered in our study and compare them to ob-
servational measurements at different cosmic epochs. In this figure
(and in all the following), thicker lines are used for the MS (about
1/50 of the entire volume) and thinner lines for the MSII (about 1/5
of the volume), while different colours correspond to different star
formation laws. We note that the stellar mass function correspond-
ing to our fiducial model run on the MS at z = 0, shows a higher
number density of massive galaxies with respect to the results pub-
lished in HDLF16. We verified that this is due to our updated black
hole model (see Appendix B).
Predictions from all models are close to those obtained from our
fiducial model, at all redshifts considered. The KMT09 and GK11
models tend to predict lower number densities for galaxies above
the knee of the mass function, particularly at higher redshift. This
is due to the fact that black holes in KMT09 and GK11 are slightly
more massive than in the fiducial model. In contrast, black holes in
the BR06 and K13 models are less massive than those in the fiducial
model for the MSII. As a consequence, the BR06 and K13 models
predict more massive galaxies above the knee of the mass function
with respect to the fiducial model. We have not been able to find one
unique parametrization for the black hole seeds, or modification of
the black hole model, that are able to provide a good convergence
between the MS and MSII for all four star formation laws in our
study. Below the knee of the mass function, model predictions are
very close to each other with only the KMT09 model run on the MS
predicting slightly larger number densities. The predictions from
the same model based on the MSII are very close to those obtained
from the other models, showing this is largely a resolution effect.
3.4 The H I and H2 mass functions
Fig. 6 shows that the galaxy stellar mass function is complete down
to ∼109 M for the MS and ∼108 M for the MSII. Only galaxies
above these limits are considered in this section.
Fig. 7 shows the predicted H I mass function from all models
used in this study. For our fiducial model, we assume a constant
molecular fraction of MH2/MH I = 0.4 to estimate the amount of H I
from the total cold gas associated with model galaxies. The grey
symbols correspond to observational data by Zwaan et al. (2005,
triangles) and Haynes et al. (2011, squares).
All models agree relatively well with observations at z = 0, by
construction (we tune the free parameters listed in Table 1 so as
to obtain a good agreement with the H I and H2 mass function at
z = 0). Comparing results based on the MS and MSII, the figure
shows that resolution does not affect significantly the number den-
sities of galaxies with H I mass above ∼109.5 M at all redshifts.
Below this limit, the number density predicted from all models
Figure 4. The star formation rate surface density against neutral gas surface density. Coloured dots are results of model galaxies at redshift z = 0 with different
colours responding to different metallicity of the cold gas. Black contours show the distribution of observed galaxies from Bigiel et al. (2010, only points in
the optical disc are included). Different star formation laws are shown in different panels.
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Figure 5. The average growth history of 100 randomly selected central galaxies in three stellar mass bins at z = 0. Galaxies are selected in our fiducial model
and their growth history is compared to the corresponding results based on runs using the different star formation laws considered in this study. Different panels
(from top to bottom) show the mean evolution of the stellar mass, the SFR, the central black hole’s mass, the mass of neutral hydrogen and the H2 mass.
run on the MS are significantly below those obtained using the
higher resolution simulation. The fiducial model tends to predict
higher number densities of H I-rich galaxies, particularly at higher
redshift. This is due to the fact that all H2-based star formation laws
predict increasing molecular fractions with increasing redshift, in
qualitative agreement with what inferred from observational data
(e.g. Popping et al. 2015).
While it is true that predictions from the other models are rel-
atively close to each other, the figure shows that there are some
non-negligible differences between them. In particular, the KMT09
model tends to predict the lowest number densities for galaxies
above the knee, and the highest number densities for H I masses
in the range ∼108.5−109.5 M. This is because massive galaxies
in the KMT09 model tend to have more massive black holes than
in other models so that radio-mode AGN feedback is stronger. In
the same model, low-mass galaxies tend to have lower star for-
mation rates at high redshift and are therefore left with more cold
gas at low redshift (see Fig. 5). The BR06 model has the oppo-
site behaviour, predicting the largest number densities for galaxies
above the knee (if we exclude the fiducial model) and the lowest
below. The differences between the models tend to decrease with
increasing redshift: at z ∼ 2, all models are very close to each other
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Figure 6. Galaxy stellar mass functions at redshift z = 0, z ∼ 0.5, z ∼ 1 and z ∼ 2. Grey symbols show different observational estimates (Drory et al. 2004;
Fontana et al. 2006; Pe´rez-Gonza´lez et al. 2008; Li & White 2009; Baldry et al. 2012; Davidzon et al. 2013; Moustakas et al. 2013), while lines of different
colours and types correspond to different star formation laws, as indicated in the legend. Thicker lines are used for the MS, while thinner lines correspond to
the MSII.
with only the GK11 model being offset towards slightly higher
number densities.
Fig. 8 shows the H2 mass function from redshift z ∼ 2 to z = 0.
The observational measurements at z = 0 are based on the CO lu-
minosity function by Keres et al. (2003), and assume a constant
CO/H2 conversion factor XCO = 3 or a variable one (Obreschkow &
Rawlings 2009a). All models overpredict the number density of
galaxies with log(MH2)  9 when considering a variable CO/H2
conversion factor. Results based on the fiducial and KMT09 model
are consistent with measurements based on a constant conversion
factor. The other models tend to predict more H2 at the high-mass
end. The trend is the same at higher redshift. Here, we compare our
model predictions with estimates by Berta et al. (2013). These in-
clude only main-sequence galaxies and are based on a combination
of PACS far-infrared and GOODS-Herschel data. The molecular
mass is estimated from the star formation rate, measured by us-
ing both far-infrared and ultraviolet photometry. All models tend
to overpredict significantly the number densities of galaxies with
H2 below ∼1010.5 M. This comparison should, however, be con-
sidered with caution as measurements are based on an incomplete
sample and an indirect estimate of the molecular gas mass. We
also include, for comparisons, results of blind CO surveys (Walter
et al. 2014; Decarli et al. 2016). These are shown as shaded regions
in Fig. 8.
For the H2 mass function, resolution starts playing a role at
∼108.6 M at z = 0, but the resolution limit increases significantly
with redshift: at z ∼ 2 the runs based on the MS become incomplete
at H2 masses ∼109.3 M. Resolution also has an effect for the H2
richest galaxies for the KMT09, BR06 and K13 models. We find that
this is due to the fact that black holes start forming earlier in higher
resolution runs, which affects the AGN feedback and therefore the
amount of gas in the most massive galaxies.
To summarize, all star formation laws we consider are able to
reproduce the observed stellar mass function, H I mass function and
H2 mass function. We obtain a good convergence between MS and
MSII at M > 109 M for the galaxy stellar mass function, MH I >
109.5 M for the H I mass function, and MH2 > 108.5−109.5 M
from z = 0 to z = 2 for the H2 mass function. As explained above,
model predictions do not converge for the massive end of the galaxy
stellar mass function and H2 mass function, and this is due to a
different effect of AGN feedback (see Appendix B). We do not find
significant differences between predictions based on different star
formation laws. Based on these results, we argue that it is difficult to
discriminate among different star formation laws using only these
statistics, even when pushing the redshift range up to z ∼ 2, and
including H I and H2 mass as low as M ∼ 108 M. Indeed, the
systematic differences we find between different models are very
small. Our results also indicate that there are significant differences
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Figure 7. H I mass function at redshift z = 0, z ∼ 0.5, z ∼ 1 and z ∼ 2. Grey triangles and squares show the observational measurements by Zwaan et al.
(2005) and Haynes et al. (2011), respectively. Thicker lines are used for the MS, while thinner lines correspond to the MSII.
between results obtained by post-processing model outputs and
those based on the same physical model but adopting an implicit
molecular based star formation law.
4 SC A L I N G R E L AT I O N S
In this section, we show scaling relations between the galaxy stel-
lar mass and other physical properties related directly or indirectly
to the amount of gas associated with galaxies, at different cosmic
epochs. In order to increase the dynamic range in stellar mass con-
sidered and the statistics, we take advantage of both the MS and the
MSII. In particular, unless otherwise stated, we use all galaxies with
M > 1010 M from the former simulation, and all galaxies with
M > 108 M from the latter. As shown in the previous section,
and discussed in detail in Appendix B, the convergence between the
two simulations is good, and we checked that this is the case also
for the scaling relations as discussed below.
4.1 Atomic and molecular hydrogen content
We begin with a comparison between model predictions and ob-
servational data for the amount of atomic and molecular hydrogen
associated with galaxies of different stellar mass, and at different
cosmic epochs. This is shown in Fig. 9, for all models used in our
study. The top panels show the predicted relation between the H I
mass and the galaxy stellar mass, and compare model predictions
with observational estimates of local galaxies from the GASS sur-
vey (Catinella et al. 2013, squares) and from a smaller sample (32
galaxies) with H I measured from ALFALFA (Jiang et al. 2015,
triangles). The former survey is based on a mass-selected sample
of galaxies with M > 1010 M, while the sample by Jiang et al.
(2015) includes only star-forming nearby galaxies, and is therefore
biased towards larger H I masses. Brown et al. (2015, black mul-
tiplication sign) provide average results of NUV-detected galaxies
from ALFALFA. Contours show the distribution of model galax-
ies indicating the region that encloses 95 per cent of the galaxies
in each galaxy stellar mass bin considered. All models predict a
similar and rather large scatter, with results consistent with ob-
servational measurements at z = 0 for galaxies with stellar mass
between 1010 and 1011 M. For lower mass galaxies, all models
tend to predict lower H I masses than observational estimates. This
is in part due to the fact that observed galaxies in this mass range are
star forming. If we select star-forming galaxies (sSFR > 0.1/Gyr)
from the BR06 model, the median mass of H I is 0.3 dex higher (but
still lower than data) than that obtained by considering all model
galaxies. The relation between H I and stellar mass (as well as the
amplitude of the scatter) evolves very little as a function of cosmic
time.
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Figure 8. H2 mass function at redshift z = 0, z ∼ 0.5, z ∼ 1 and z ∼ 2. Thicker lines are used for the MS, while thinner lines correspond to the MSII.
The observational measurements at z = 0 are from Keres, Yun & Young (2003). Open circles correspond to the case XCO = 3, while triangles correspond
to a variable XCO. Open squares at higher redshift are from Berta et al. (2013). They are based on indirect estimates of the molecular mass, and include
only normal star-forming galaxies. Grey-shaded regions are based on blind CO detections by Walter et al. (2014) and Decarli et al. (2016) and assume
αCO = 3.6 M (K km s−1 pc−2)−1.
The middle panels of Fig. 9 show the molecular-to-atomic ratio as
a function of the galaxy stellar mass at different redshifts. At z = 0,
the ratio tends to flatten for galaxy masses larger than ∼1010 M
and its median value is not much larger than the canonical 0.4 that is
typically adopted to post-process models (shown as the dotted line in
the left-middle panel) that do not include an explicit partition of the
cold gas into its atomic and molecular components. For lower galaxy
stellar masses, the molecular-to-atomic ratio tends to decrease with
decreasing galaxy mass due to their decreasing gas surface density.
The BR06 and KMT09 models predict the lowest molecular-to-
atomic ratios at z = 0, while the GK11 model the highest. At higher
redshifts, the relation becomes steeper also at the most massive end,
differences between the different models become less significant,
and the overall molecular-to-atomic ratio tends to increase at any
value of the galaxy stellar mass. Specifically, galaxies with stellar
mass ∼109 M have a molecular-to-atomic ratio of about 0.24 at
z = 0, ∼0.53 at z ∼ 1 and ∼0.9 at z ∼ 2. For galaxies with stellar
mass ∼1011 M, the molecular-to-atomic gas ratio varies from
∼1.4 at z = 0 to ∼11.6 at z ∼ 2. The evolution of the molecular
ratio is caused by the evolution of the size–mass relation: galaxies at
high redshift have smaller size and higher surface density than their
counterparts at low redshift. The relations shown in the middle panel
clarify that a simple post-processing adopting a constant molecular-
to-atomic ratio is a poor description of what is expected on the basis
of more sophisticated models. One could improve the calculations
by assuming a molecular-to-atomic ratio that varies as a function of
redshift and galaxy stellar mass. We note, however, that there is a
relatively large scatter in the predicted relations that would not be
accounted for.
The bottom panels of Fig. 9 shows, the molecular hydrogen
mass as a function of galaxy stellar mass. Symbols correspond
to different observational measurements. At z = 0, filled cir-
cles are used for data from the COLDGAS survey (Saintonge
et al. 2011). These are based on CO(1–0) line measurements
and assume αCO = 3.2 M/(K km s−1 pc2) to convert CO lumi-
nosities in H2 masses. Data from Jiang et al. (2015, open trian-
gles) include only main-sequence star-forming galaxies, are based
on CO(2–1) lines, and assume αCO = 4.35 M/(K kms−1 pc2).
Boselli et al. (2014) provide mean values and standard devi-
ations of late-type galaxies, classified by morphology and se-
lected from the Herschel Reference Survey, with a constant
conversion factor αCO = 3.6 M/(K km s−1 pc2). The samples
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Figure 9. From top to bottom panels: H I content of galaxies, ratio between H2 and H I, and H2 mass as a function of the galaxy stellar mass. Different columns
correspond to different redshifts, as indicated in the legend. Symbols correspond to observational measurements from Catinella et al. (2013), Saintonge et al.
(2011, 2013), Boselli et al. (2014), Jiang et al. (2015), Bothwell et al. (2013) and Tacconi et al. (2013). Coloured curves show results from the different models
considered in this study, combining the MS and MSII as described in the text. Thin lines correspond to contours enclosing 95 per cent of the galaxies in each
stellar mass bin, while thicker lines correspond to the median of the distributions. The thin red lines in the middle panel show the 16th and 84th percentiles for
the BR06 model. The other models have a similar scatter.
observed at higher redshift are less homogeneous and likely bi-
ased. Measurements by Saintonge et al. (2013, dots) are for a sam-
ple of 17 lensed galaxies with measurements based on CO(3–2)
lines and metallicity-dependent conversion factors. Data from Tac-
coni et al. (2013, diamonds) are for a sample of 52 star-forming
galaxies with measurements based on CO(3–2) lines and assum-
ing αCO = 4.36 M/(K km s−1 pc2). Galaxies from their sample
cover the redshift range from 0.7 to 2.3; we plot all those below
z ∼ 1.3 in the middle panel and all those above z ∼ 1.7 in the
right-hand panel. Bothwell et al. (2013) give data for 32 submil-
limetre galaxies and assume αCO = 1 M/(K km s−1 pc2). As for
the top panels, thick lines show the median relations predicted from
the different star formation laws considered in our paper, while
the thin contours mark the region that encloses 68 per cent of the
galaxies in each stellar mass bin. At z = 0, observational data
are close to the median relations obtained for the different mod-
els. The data by Jiang et al. (2015), as well as most of those
considered at higher redshift, tend to be above the median re-
lations although all within the predicted scatter. We verify that
this is still the case even when considering only main-sequence
star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1. Similar results were found by
Popping et al. (2014).
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Figure 10. The relation between the cold gas metallicity and galaxy stellar mass. Grey symbols with error bars show observational measurements, while
coloured lines correspond to the different star formation laws considered in this study. We only select star-forming galaxies (sSFR > 0.3/tH), without a
significant AGN (MBH < 106 M), and with cold gas fraction Mgas/(Mgas + M∗) > 0.1. In Tremonti et al. (2004), they used a Kroupa (2001) IMF to calculate
stellar mass. We shift it to a Chabrier IMF by dividing the observed masses by a factor 1.06. Thin lines in each panel show the scatter predicted for the BR06
model (the scatter has similar amplitude for the other star formation laws).
4.2 Galaxy stellar mass–cold gas metallicity relation
Three of the star formation laws used in this study include an
explicit dependence on the metallicity of the cold gas compo-
nent. Therefore, it is important to verify that the observed corre-
lation between the galaxy stellar mass and the gas metallicity is
reproduced. Fig. 10 shows the oxygen abundance of cold gas6
from redshift z = 0 to z ∼ 2 predicted by all models consid-
ered in this study, and compares model predictions with differ-
ent observational measurements. For this figure, we select star-
forming galaxies ( ˙M/M > 0.3/tH, where tH is the Hubble time),
with no significant AGN (MBH < 106 M), and with gas fraction
Mgas/(Mgas + M∗) > 0.1. We used this selection in an attempt to
mimic that of the observational samples that mainly include star-
forming galaxies.
Model results are in quite good agreement with data and predic-
tions from the different models are relatively close to each other. At
z ∼ 2, all models tend to overpredict the estimated metallicities com-
pared to observational measurements by Steidel et al. (2014) and
Sanders et al. (2015). Our model predictions are, instead, very close
to the measurements for galaxies more massive than ∼1010 M by
Maiolino et al. (2008). Fig. 10 shows that the GK11 and KMT09
models predict slightly lower gas metallicities for low-mass galax-
ies at the highest redshift shown. The mass–metallicity relation
shown in Fig. 10 extends the dynamic range in stellar mass shown
in HDLF16, where we also used a slightly different selection for
model galaxies. While we defer to a future study a more detailed
comparison with observational data at the low-mass end, we note
that our model is the only published one that reproduces the es-
timated evolution of the mass–metallicity relation up to z ∼ 0.7
(and up to z ∼ 2 for the most massive galaxies). As discussed in e.g.
Somerville et al. (2015), this is an important prerequisite for models
that are based on metallicity-dependent star formation laws.
4.3 Star-forming sequence
Fig. 11 shows the specific star formation rate (sSFR) as a function
of galaxy stellar mass, from redshift z = 0 to z ∼ 4. Only model
6 We remove helium (26 per cent) from cold gas to get the abundance of
hydrogen, whereas HDLF16 did not. Therefore, our results for the fiducial
model are different from those of the FIRE model in fig. 6 of HDLF16.
galaxies with sSFR>0.3/tH are used for this analysis. Grey symbols
correspond to different observational measurements based on H α
(Elbaz et al. 2007; Sobral et al. 2014), UV (Salim et al. 2007;
Johnston et al. 2015), UV+IR (Santini et al. 2009; Salmi et al. 2012)
and FUV (Magdis et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2011, 2012). Symbols and
error bars correspond to the best-fitting and standard deviation given
in Speagle et al. (2014). All derived stellar masses are converted
to a Chabrier IMF (dividing by 1.06 in the case of a Kroupa IMF,
and 1.7 in the case of a Salpeter IMF). We have also converted
the different estimates of the star formation rates to a Chabrier
IMF using the population synthesis model by Bruzual & Charlot
(2003).
All models predict decreasing sSFRs with decreasing redshift
at fixed stellar mass, a trend that is consistent with that observed.
Model predictions agree relatively well with observational mea-
surements up to z ∼ 1 for galaxies more massive than ∼1010 M.
At lower masses, data suggest a monotonic increase of the sSFR
with decreasing galaxy stellar mass while the predicted relation is
relatively flat. This trend is driven by central galaxies whose sSFR
decreases slightly with decreasing stellar mass, while satellite galax-
ies are characterized by a flat sSFR–stellar relation. For galaxies at
z > 1, star formation rates are underestimated in models, espe-
cially for low-mass galaxies. The same problem was pointed out in
HDLF16 and is shared by other published galaxy formation mod-
els (Fu et al. 2012; Weinmann et al. 2012; Mitchell et al. 2014;
Henriques et al. 2015; Somerville et al. 2015). Although there
are still large uncertainties on the measured sSFRs, particularly
at high redshift, the lack of actively star-forming galaxies (or, in
other words, the excess of passive galaxies) at high redshift still
represents an important challenge for theoretical models of galaxy
formation. Previous studies argued that suppressing the star forma-
tion efficiency at early times (by using some form of pre-heating or
ad hoc tuned ejection and re-incorporation rates of gas) so as to post-
pone it to lower redshift could alleviate the problem (see e.g. White,
Somerville & Ferguson 2015; HDLF16). A metallicity-dependent
star formation law is expected to work in the same direction. How-
ever, surprisingly, all different star formation laws considered in our
study predict a very similar relation between sSFR and galaxy stel-
lar mass, at all redshifts considered. This is because different star
formation laws predict similar star formation rates for ‘high’ surface
density gas > 20 M pc−2: the majority of galaxies in our model
have gas surface density above this value. Previous studies (Lagos
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Figure 11. Specific star formation rate as a function of galaxy stellar mass at different redshifts, as labelled. Grey symbols show different observational
estimates (Elbaz et al. 2007; Salim et al. 2007; Santini et al. 2009; Magdis et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2011, 2012; Salmi et al. 2012; Sobral et al. 2014; Johnston
et al. 2015). All SFR and stellar mass estimates are converted to a Chabrier IMF, to be consistent with our model assumptions. Thick lines show the mean
relation obtained for all star formation laws considered in our work, while the thinner lines in all panels show the scatter (standard deviation) predicted for the
BR06 model (the other models exhibit a similar scatter).
et al. 2011a; Somerville et al. 2015) also find that the different star
formation laws have little effect for active galaxies.
4.4 Disc sizes
In this section, we show model predictions for the radii of the H I
and stellar components, as well as for the star-forming radius. We
define as effective radius the radius that encloses half of the total
SFR, H I or stellar mass, and assume exponential surface density
profiles for both the stellar and the gaseous discs [see equation (6)].
We also assume that the bulge density profile is well described by a
Jaffe law (Jaffe 1983). As discussed in Section 2.2, the scalelengths
of the gaseous and stellar discs are determined assuming conserva-
tion of the specific angular momentum. The star-forming radius is
instead measured by integrating star formation over 20 annuli (see
Section 2.4).
Fig. 12 compares model predictions with observational data
at different redshifts. We only select disc-dominated galaxies
(Mbulge/M∗ < 0.5), with gas fraction Mgas/(Mgas + M∗) > 0.1,
and sSFR > 0.3/tH to make fair comparisons with observations.
The data shown in the top panels of Fig. 12 correspond to the half-
light radii estimates from the PHIBSS survey (Tacconi et al. 2013,
based on CO(3–2) lines), from SINS (Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2009,
based on H α) and Genzel et al. (2010, a combination of Davis
et al. 2007, Noeske et al. 2007 and Erb et al. 2006 based on a
combination of H α, UV and CO maps). The sizes from Leroy
et al. (2008) correspond to the scalelengths of exponential fits to
the stellar and star formation surface density, and are derived from
K band and FUV+24 μm, respectively. The estimated scalelengths
are multiplied by a factor 1.68 to convert them in a half-mass ra-
dius. The stellar radii shown in the bottom panels correspond to the
half-light radii measured from CANDLES and 3D-HST (van der
Wel et al. 2014), from GAMA (Lange et al. 2015) and from SDSS
galaxies (Shen et al. 2003).
For galaxies with fixed stellar mass, the effective H I and SFR
radii evolve little from redshift z ∼ 2 to present. The ratio between
the SFR radius and the H I radius of a typical galaxy with M =
1010 M at z = 0 is ∼1.2 times that of a galaxy with the same
stellar mass at z ∼ 2. In contrast, the stellar size of the same galaxy
at z = 0 is 1.8 times of that at z ∼ 2. At redshift z ∼ 2, the SFR and
stellar effective radii are similar, while at z = 0, the stellar radii are
nearly two times the star-forming radii. Available data, however,
suggest that the star-forming radii are larger than the stellar radii
at z = 0. At all redshift, H I size is 2.5 times of SFR size. Note
that the stellar size–mass relation of Leroy et al. (2008) differs
from that by Shen et al. (2003) and Lange et al. (2015) because
of the different selection criteria and different measurements of the
half-mass radius. Leroy et al. (2008) select star-forming galaxies
and measured the half-mass radius by fitting exponential profiles to
the stellar surface density, as we do. Shen et al. (2003) and Lange
et al. (2015) measured half-mass radius of Se´rsic fits and selected
late-type galaxies with Se´rsic index n < 2.5.
The predicted stellar radii are comparable with observational es-
timates at all redshifts considered. The star-forming radii are under-
estimated in the models by about 0.4 dex at z = 0, but in relatively
good agreement with data at higher redshift. The four star formation
laws used in our study predict very similar size–mass relation, at all
redshifts considered. This is expected: in our model, disc sizes are
calculated using the angular momentum of the accreted cold gas.
As we already discussed, different star formation laws predict very
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Figure 12. The size–mass relation at redshift z = 0, z ∼ 1 and z ∼ 2, from left to right. From top to bottom, the y-axis corresponds to the effective radius of the
star-forming disc, the H I component and the stars. Grey symbols show different observational estimates, as indicated in the legend. The squares, upside-down
triangles and open circles correspond to the half-light radius in the r, r, and K band (Shen et al. 2003; van der Wel et al. 2014; Lange et al. 2015). Coloured lines
show the median size–mass relation predicted by the different star formation laws considered in our study. Thin red lines show the 16th and 84th percentiles
of the distribution for the BR06 model.
similar star formation histories. So the consumption and accretion
histories of cold gas are also very similar. Our results are consistent
with those by Popping et al. (2014) who compared star-forming
radii with a model including prescriptions similar to our BR06 and
GK11 models.
5 C O S M I C EVO L U T I O N O F N E U T R A L
H Y D RO G E N
Fig. 13 shows the evolution of the cosmic density of H I (top panel)
and H2 (bottom panel). As shown in Fig. 6, our galaxy stellar mass
functions are complete down to M ∼ 108 M when run on MSII.
The thick lines shown in Fig. 13 correspond to the density of H I and
H2 obtained by summing up all galaxies above the completeness
limit of the MSII in the simulation box. Thin lines correspond
to densities estimated by fitting7 the predicted H I and H2 mass
functions with a Schechter (1976) distribution:
φ(MH I,H2 ) = ln 10φ0
(
MH I,H2
M0
)α+1
e
− MH I,H2M0 , (45)
and extrapolating model predictions towards infinite low mass. The
resulting cosmic density is
ρH I,H2 = (α + 2)φ0M0. (46)
The relatively small size of the box and limited dynamic range
in masses lead to a very noisy behaviour of model predictions,
particularly for the cosmic density of molecular hydrogen.
7 We perform the fit considering the mass range between the peak of the
mass function and the maximum mass.
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Figure 13. The cosmic density evolution of H I (top panel) and H2 (bottom
panel). Different colours and line styles correspond to the different star
formation laws considered in our study, as indicated in the legend. Thick
lines correspond to densities estimated considering all galaxies down to the
completeness limit of the MSII. Thin lines have been obtained by fitting
the H I and H2 mass functions at different redshifts and extrapolating them
towards lower masses (see text for details). Grey symbols and shaded regions
show observational estimates.
We find that all the star formation laws considered in our work
predict a monotonic decrease of the H I cosmic density with increas-
ing redshift. The BR06 model predicts the most rapid evolution of
the H I density while the GK11 and KMT09 the slowest. A similar
trend was found by Popping et al. (2014). This work, as well as
Lagos et al. (2011b), predict however a mild increase of the H I
density between present and z ∼ 1, and then a decrease towards
higher redshift. We believe this is due to an excess of galaxies in the
H I mass range 108−109 M combined with a faster evolution of
the H I mass function at higher redshift in these models with respect
to our predictions (compare e.g. fig. 7 in Popping et al. 2014 and
fig. 8 in Lagos et al. 2011b with our Fig. 7). In the top panel of
Fig. 13, we add observational measurements by Zwaan et al. (2005)
and Martin et al. (2010) at z = 0, and measurements inferred from
damped Lyα systems (DLAs) at higher redshifts (Pe´roux et al. 2005;
Rao, Turnshek & Nestor 2006; Guimara˜es et al. 2009; Prochaska
& Wolfe 2009; Noterdaeme et al. 2012; Zafar et al. 2013; Crighton
et al. 2015). While our extrapolated estimates using KMT09 are
closer to local estimates (these are also based on fitting the ob-
served H I mass function and extrapolating it to lower masses), all
models underpredict the cosmic density of H I at higher redshift.
The comparison with DLAs should, however, be interpreted with
caution. In fact, H I is attached to galaxies in our model while the
nature of DLAs and their relationship with galaxies remains unclear.
In addition, low-mass galaxies, which are not well resolved in our
simulation, are gas rich and their contribution could be important at
high redshift(Lagos et al. 2011b).
In the bottom panel of Fig. 13, our predicted cosmic density
evolution of molecular hydrogen is compared with measurements
by Keres et al. (2003) at z = 0 and estimates based on blind CO
surveys at higher redshifts (Walter et al. 2014; Decarli et al. 2016).
The local estimate of the cosmic density of molecular hydrogen is
obtained by fitting the observed mass distribution and extrapolat-
ing towards lower masses, as we do for the thin lines. A constant
conversion factor [αCO = 4.75 M (K km s−1 pc2)−1] is assumed in
this case. The higher redshift estimates are obtained by summing all
observed galaxies and assuming αCO = 3.6 M (K km s−1 pc2)−1.
All models predict a mild increase of the H2 cosmic density be-
tween z = 0 and z ∼ 1–2, followed by a somewhat more rapid
decrease of the molecular hydrogen density towards higher red-
shift. These trends are in qualitative agreement with the estimated
behaviour although uncertainties are still very large. Our model pre-
dictions are in qualitative agreement with those by Popping et al.
(2014) and Lagos et al. (2011b). The latter study, however, pre-
dicts a much higher peak for the H2 cosmic density at 1 < z < 2
and a larger difference between prediction based on different star
formation laws.
6 D I SCUSSI ON
6.1 Comparison with previous work
In the last years, a number of semi-analytic models have been im-
proved to account for H2-based star formation laws. In particular,
Fu et al. (2010), Lagos et al. (2011a) and Somerville et al. (2015)
implement prescriptions for molecular gas formation processes in
three independently developed semi-analytic models, and test the
influence of different star formation laws. All groups discuss sce-
narios where the H2 is determined by the pressure of the interstel-
lar medium (our BR06 model), or by the analytic calculations by
Krumholz et al. (2008, 2009a,b, our KMT09 model). In addition,
Somerville et al. (2015) include a star formation law based on the
simulations presented in Gnedin & Kravtsov (2011) as we do for
our GK11 model.
These groups use different approaches for the calibration of mod-
els: Fu et al. (2010) re-tune their AGN and stellar feedback param-
eters, as well as the free parameters entering the adopted star for-
mation laws, to reproduce the galaxy stellar mass function, H I, and
H2 mass functions at z = 0. Lagos et al. (2011a) choose the param-
eters in the modified star formation laws to fit the observed relation
between the surface density of star formation and surface density
of gas in nearby galaxies. All other parameters are left unchanged.
Somerville et al. (2015) use an approach closer to that adopted by
Fu et al. (2010), and re-tune both the parameters entering the star
formation laws and those related to other physical processes to re-
produce the galaxy stellar mass function, the total gas fractions as a
function of galaxy stellar mass, and the normalization of the relation
between stellar metallicity and galaxy mass, all at z = 0.
In our case, we only modify the parameters entering the star
formation laws and leave unchanged all parameters entering ad-
ditional prescriptions (e.g. stellar and/or AGN feedback). As we
discuss in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we update some prescriptions with
respect to the original model presented in HDLF16, but these up-
dates have only a marginal effect on the physical properties of
our model galaxies. Some of the previous studies (Fu et al. 2012;
Somerville et al. 2015) consider separately the effect of the pre-
scriptions adopted to partition cold gas into its atomic and molec-
ular components, and those for the conversion of molecular gas in
stars. In this study, we do not attempt to separate the effect of these
two ingredients.
Our model belongs to the same family of models used by Fu
and collaborators, but differs from the model used in their study in
a number of important aspects. In particular, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1, our model includes a sophisticated chemical enrichment
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scheme that allows us to follow the non-instantaneous recycling of
gas, energy and different metal species into the interstellar medium.
This is the first time H2-based star formation laws are implemented
in a model accounting for non-instantaneous recycling. This is par-
ticularly relevant for prescriptions that depend explicitly on the gas
metallicity (e.g. KMT09, GK11 and K13 models), because an in-
stantaneous recycling approximation could lead to a too efficient
enrichment of the galaxies interstellar medium. Another important
success of our model lies in the relatively good agreement we find
between model predictions and the observed evolution of the rela-
tion between galaxy stellar mass and gas metallicity (see discussion
in Section 4.2). This is of course an important prerequisite for
the prescriptions that use metallicity of the interstellar medium to
estimate the H2 molecular fractions. None of the previous models
satisfy this requirement: Fu et al. (2012, see their fig. 3) show that,
at least in some of their models, there is significant evolution of
the gaseous phase metallicity, at fixed galaxy mass. The relation
between galaxy stellar mass and metallicity, however, tends to be
too flat compared to observational estimates, and only one of their
models (i.e. that based on the Krumholz et al. 2009b, calculations)
is in relatively good agreement with measurements at z = 0. In
contrast, all models considered in Somerville et al. (2015) predict
a mass–metallicity relation that is steeper than observed, with very
little evolution as a function of redshift. Lagos et al. (2012) show
predictions for the relationship between gas metallicity and B-band
luminosity, but only at z = 0. The evolution of the mass–metallicity
relation based on the model discussed in Gonzalez-Perez et al.
(2014, this is essentially an update of the Lagos et al. model to the
WMAP7 cosmology) is shown in Guo et al. (2016, see their fig.
12). Also in this case, very little evolution is found as a function
of redshift, and the relation is steeper than observational estimates.
Our Fig. 10 shows that all models considered in this paper predict
a mass–metallicity relation that is in very good agreement with ob-
servational estimates at z = 0, all the way down to the resolution
limit of the MSII. The predicted evolution as a function of redshift
is also in good agreement with data at z ∼ 0.7, and up to z ∼ 2 for
galaxies more massive than ∼1010 M. Less massive galaxies tend
to have higher cold phase metallicities in the models than in the
data at the highest redshift considered (z ∼ 2.2). We note, however,
that observational samples at this redshift are still sparse and likely
strongly biased.
The implementation of H2-based star formation laws generally
includes an explicit dependence on the sizes of the galaxies (in
particular of the disc, and of its star-forming region). Therefore,
an additional important requirement is that the adopted model re-
produces observational measurements for the star-forming discs.
We show in Section 4.4 that our model satisfies this requirement
too. Similar agreement with observational estimates of disc sizes
has been discussed in Popping et al. (2014) for two of the models
considered in Somerville et al. (2015). Lagos et al. (2011a) fail to
reproduce the measured relation between the optical size and the
luminosity of galaxies in the local Universe (see their fig. D3). Fu
et al. (2010) do not discuss the sizes of their model galaxies with
respect to observational constraints. Finally, we note that our ref-
erence model does reproduce the observed evolution of the galaxy
stellar mass function. As discussed in HDLF16, this is due to the im-
plementation of an updated stellar feedback scheme in which large
amounts of the baryons are ‘ejected’ and unavailable for cooling at
high redshift, and the gas ejection rate decrease significantly with
cosmic time. Lagos et al. (2011a) also reproduce the stellar mass
function up to z ∼ 3 (Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014, fig. A7). Both the
models discussed in Fu et al. (2012, their fig. 7) and in Somerville
et al. (2015, their fig. 7) exhibit the well-known excess of galaxies
with intermediate- to low-mass galaxies at high redshift.
6.2 Can we discriminate among different star formation laws?
In agreement with previous studies, we find that modifying the
star formation laws does not have significant impact on the global
properties of model galaxies and their distributions. As discussed in
Lagos et al. (2011a), Somerville et al. (2015), as well as works based
on hydro-simulations (Schaye et al. 2010; Haas et al. 2013), this can
be understood as a result of self-regulation of star formation: if less
stars are formed, stellar feedback is less efficient in depleting the
galaxy interstellar medium and more gas is then available for subse-
quent star formation. Vice versa, if star formation is more efficient,
significant amounts of gas are ejected and subsequent star forma-
tion is less efficient. The net result of this self-regulation is that the
average star formation histories (as well as the mass accretion his-
tories and other physical properties of galaxies) are not significantly
altered when different star formation laws are considered.
In agreement with previous papers, we find that the number den-
sities of galaxies below the knee of the mass function are insensitive
to the adopted star formation laws in the redshift range 0 < z < 2.
At variance with previous models, we find significant differences
for the number densities of the most massive galaxies in models
with different star formation laws. We find this is caused by the
fact that differences in the amount of gas available at high redshift
lead to a different growth history for the black holes, and therefore
to a different importance of radio-mode AGN feedback. The effect
is particularly strong for metallicity-dependent star formation laws
that lead to higher accretion rates on to the central black holes at
higher redshift (see Section 3.2). Somerville et al. (2015) use a black
hole model that limits the black hole mass to the observed BH–bulge
relation (Hirschmann et al. 2012). The available excess cold gas in
their GKfid model will, therefore, not lead to excessively massive
black holes. Fu et al. (2010) assume that star formation rates depend
on the surface density of total cold gas, instead of the molecular gas,
when fH2 < 0.5. In this way, their model based on the Krumholz
et al. (2009b) calculations predicts star formation rates compara-
ble to those obtained using the alternative prescriptions based on
pressure of the ISM at early times. This leads to very similar black
hole masses at late times when adopting different star formation
laws. The model of Lagos et al. (2011a) with BR06 and KMT09
also leads to a large amount of cold gas reservoir in galaxies at high
redshift. But this cold gas contributes to starbursts rather than to
black hole growth in their model.
In agreement with Fu et al. (2010) and Somerville et al. (2015),
we find that different prescriptions can be tuned to reproduce the
estimated H I and H2 mass functions in the local Universe. The
high-mass end of the H2 mass function diverges for the same rea-
sons illustrated above. Similarly, we find that models based on
different star formation laws predict very similar scaling relations,
and very similar evolution for these relations. This is in contrast
with Lagos et al. (2011a) who rule out their metallicity-dependent
prescription arguing that it does not reproduce well the observed H I
mass function and scaling relations at z = 0.
The only quantity we find to differ significantly between models
based on different star formation laws is the cosmic molecular-
to-atomic hydrogen ratio. The redshift evolution of this quantity
is shown in Fig. 14, for all models used in this study. In the top
panel, we only consider galaxies with stellar mass larger than
M > 109 M. Thick lines are based on the MSII, while thin
lines correspond to the MS. All models predict a monotonically
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Figure 14. The cosmic molecular ratio H2/H I as a function of redshift.
Thick curves correspond to our runs based on the MSII, while thin curves
correspond to the MS. The red squares, red triangles and blue dots are
predictions from Obreschkow & Rawlings (2009b, with BR06), Lagos et al.
(2011b, with BR06) and Fu et al. (2012, with KMT09), respectively. The top
panel shows results for galaxies above M > 109 M. The bottom panel
shows results for galaxies with M > 108 M.
increasing ratio with increasing redshift. Predictions from the dif-
ferent models are very close up to z ∼ 1, and diverge significantly at
higher redshift. In particular, the BR06 model predicts the steeper
evolution, with an increase of about a factor 20 between z = 0 and
z ∼ 6. Among the models considered in our study, the milder evolu-
tion is predicted by the GK11 model. In this case, the molecular-to-
atomic ratio increases by only a factor ∼8 from z = 0 to z ∼ 6. The
other two models, KMT09 and K13, predict similar evolution. The
convergence between the two simulations is good although slightly
higher values are found when using the MSII instead of the MS for
the BR06 and K13 model. This is expected as the resolution limit
in this case is higher than the mass threshold adopted (see Sec-
tion 3.4). The blue dots shows prediction by Fu et al. (2012) based
on prescriptions similar to those of our KMT09 model and on the
MS. Their model predictions differ from ours both in normalization
and in evolution as a function of redshift
In the bottom panel of Fig. 14, we show predictions based on
the MSII only and on a lower mass threshold (M > 108 M),
and compare them with predictions from previous work. Since the
molecular-to-atomic ratio decreases for lower mass galaxies, the
overall cosmic value also decreases. The trends described above
remain the same: the BR06 model predicts the strongest evolution
and the highest value at z > 1 among all models used in our study.
The weakest evolution and the lowest values are instead predicted
by the GK11 and KMT09 models. This is due to the overall de-
crease of the stellar metallicity at higher redshift, which turns in
lower values of the molecular-to-atomic ratio. The K13 model is
in between the BR06 and the other two models. The red squares
and triangles shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 14 correspond to
predictions from Obreschkow & Rawlings (2009b) and Lagos et al.
(2011b), respectively. Both assume prescriptions similar to those
adopted in our BR06 model to partition the cold gas in its atomic
and molecular component. The former study, however, is based on
a post-processing of the model published in De Lucia & Blaizot
(2007) run on the MS, while the latter is applied on Monte Carlo
merger trees. Obreschkow & Rawlings (2009b) consider all haloes
more massive than 1010 M, while Lagos et al. (2011b) use a lower
halo mass limit of 5 × 108 M. We have verified that our model
predictions do not differ significantly when using Mh > 1010 M
instead of M > 108 M.
Fig. 14 shows that the cosmic evolution of H2/H I is the only
quantity for which predictions from different star formation laws
are significantly different (although models start to differentiate
only at higher redshift where important systematics in the data
start playing an important role). However, the figure shows that
large variations can be obtained adopting the same star formation
law but different prescriptions for other physical processes, i.e. in
independently developed models. This again makes it difficult to
use these particular observations to put direct and strong constraints
on the star formation law.
7 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
We present an update of our recently published model for GAEA
(HDLF16), aimed at including a self-consistent treatment of the
partition of cold gas in its atomic and molecular components. Our
approach is similar to that followed in previous work based on in-
dependently developed models (Fu et al. 2010; Lagos et al. 2011a;
Somerville et al. 2015), but our model provides significant improve-
ments over those previously used for similar studies. In particular,
GAEA (i) includes a sophisticated chemical enrichment treatment
that accounts for the non-instantaneous recycling of gas, metals and
energy; (ii) reproduces the measured relation between the metallic-
ity of the cold gas and the galaxy stellar mass, as well as its evolution
as a function of cosmic time; (iii) includes an updated modelling
for stellar feedback, based partly on results from hydrodynamical
simulations, and that allows us to reproduce the observed evolution
of the galaxy stellar mass function.
These represent important prerequisites for our study, particularly
when considering prescriptions to compute molecular-to-atomic
fraction including an explicit dependence on the gas metallicity
(Krumholz et al. 2009b; Gnedin & Kravtsov 2011; Krumholz 2013).
We also consider the empirical relation by Blitz & Rosolowsky
(2006), based on the hydrostatic pressure of the disc. We find that
modifying the star formation law does not translate in appreciable
differences for the physical properties of galaxies or their statisti-
cal distributions. In particular, neither the number densities nor the
physical properties of low-mass galaxies are significantly affected
by the adoption of a molecular formation efficiency that depends
on the cold gas metallicity, in contrast with previous claims (e.g.
Krumholz & Dekel 2012). As discussed in previous studies (e.g.
Lagos et al. 2011a; Somerville et al. 2015), this behaviour arises
from a self-regulation of the star formation: if less stars form (be-
cause e.g. of low molecular fractions due to low metallicities), less
gas is reheated/ejected due to stellar feedback. As a result, more gas
is available for star formation at later times.
All star formation laws we consider are tuned (modifying only
the free parameters entering these prescriptions) in order to repro-
duce the local H I and H2 galaxy mass functions. For all models,
we find a remarkable agreement between model predictions and the
observed scaling relations between H I and H2 masses and galaxy
stellar mass, distributions in optical and star-forming sizes, and
the relation between the cold gas phase metallicity and the galaxy
stellar mass. The only quantity that exhibits significant variations
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depending on the different H2-based star formation laws is the cos-
mic molecular-to-atomic hydrogen ratio. Unfortunately, we find that
similar deviations are obtained when implementing the same H2-
based star formation law into independent semi-analytic models.
These results suggest that it is very difficult to use available data on
the gas content of galaxies to discriminate between different mod-
els. The difficulties will remain also with larger statistical samples
as the scatter in most of the scaling relations is significant. A more
promising avenue to put constraints on the physical processes affect-
ing star formation laws is that of focusing on smaller galaxies and/or
on galaxies at earlier cosmic epochs, as these are the regimes where
self-regulation of star formation has not yet effectively washed out
differences by imprinted by different star formation laws (see also
Somerville et al. 2015).
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APPENDI X A : C OMPARI SON BETWEEN
DI FFERENT MODELS FOR D I SC SI ZES
In Section 2.2, we introduce our updated model for disc sizes, based
on accumulation of angular momentum through different physical
processes. In this section, we compare model predictions obtained
using the semi-analytic model described in HDLF16 with its origi-
nal prescriptions to model disc sizes, and our updated modelling.
The left-hand and middle panels of Fig. A1 show the half-mass
radius of the gaseous and stellar discs as a function of galaxy stel-
lar mass. Using our updated model for disc size, both radii are
Figure A1. The size–mass relation predicted by the model described in HDLF16 using its original prescriptions for disc sizes (solid lines), and our updated
model (dotted lines). The left-hand and middle panels show the half-mass radius for the gaseous and stellar discs, respectively. The right-hand panel shows the
half-mass radius of stars, considering both the bulge and disc components, for disc-dominated, star-forming galaxies only (sSFR > 0.3/tH, Mbulge/M∗ < 0.5).
The diamonds with error bars and triangles in the middle panel are observed stellar disc sizes based on SDSS and GAMA (Dutton et al. 2011; Lange et al. 2016,
half-light radius for disc only). The triangles are observed sizes based on GAMA data (Lange et al. 2015, half-light radius for disc and bulge).
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larger than using the disc model adopted in HDLF16, particularly
for stellar masses larger than log(M∗/M) ∼ 10.5. The most mas-
sive galaxies are bulge dominated and acquired their stellar mass
primarily through mergers and accretions of lower mass systems.
In the original model used in HDLF16, the size of the disc was not
updated during galaxy mergers, while we now trace sizes of both
components adopting a physically motivated scheme. If we con-
sider only disc-dominated (Mbulge/M∗ < 0.5), star-forming galaxies
with sSFR >0.3/tH, the two models predict a very similar size–
mass relation. Results are shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. A1
where we consider the half-mass radius of the composed system
disc+bulge.
It is worth stressing that, although there are significant differ-
ences between the disc sizes of massive galaxies predicted by the
HDLF16 model and by the same physical model adopting our up-
dated prescriptions for disc size, this does not introduce significant
differences for other galaxy properties or statistics such as e.g. the
galaxy stellar mass function and other scaling relations.
A PPEN D IX B: R ESOLUTION TESTS
We use the MS and MSII to quantify the resolution limits in our
model. These two simulations are based on the same cosmological
model and are run using the same simulation code, but the mass
resolution of MSII is 125 times higher than that of the MS.
Fig. B1 shows the galaxy stellar mass function predicted by the
model presented in HDLF16 (their FIRE feedback scheme), both
based on the MS (dashed black line) and the MSII (dashed red line).
The figure shows that the convergence is good over the mass range
log(M∗/M) = 9–10.5, while the model based on the MS tends
to underpredict the number densities of most massive galaxies with
respect to the model based on the MSII. Fig. B2 shows the corre-
sponding results for the cold gas mass function. Also in this case,
there is a discrepancy at the massive end, with the MS correspond-
ing to lower number densities of the gas-rich galaxies with respect
to the MSII.
We find that this is largely due to a difference in the black hole
masses: specifically, if we switch off the accretion on to black holes
during galaxy mergers, predictions based on the MS and MSII for
Figure B1. Stellar mass functions based on the MS (black lines) and
the MSII (red lines). Dashed lines correspond to the model introduced in
HDLF16 (the FIRE feedback scheme), while solid lines correspond to the
same physical model including the updates described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3
for the disc size and black hole model.
Figure B2. Same as in Fig. B1 but for the cold gas mass function.
Figure B3. Same as in Fig. B1, but for black hole mass–galaxy stellar mass
relation.
the galaxy stellar mass function are consistent at the massive end.
Fig. B3 shows the relation between the black hole mass and the
galaxy stellar mass. When considering the HDLF16 model, the
relation based on the MSII is shifted down with respect to that
based on the MS by about ∼0.5 dex. The more massive black holes
in the MS cause a more efficient suppression of galaxy formation
(via AGN feedback) at the massive end. Thus, the galaxy stellar
mass function based on the MS is below that based on the MSII.
The results described above can be understood as follows: at
early redshift, star formation driven by cooling flows dominates the
evolution of galaxies. In the MSII, dark matter haloes are resolved
earlier than that in the MS, and so star formation starts earlier,
locking a fraction of the gas available in stars. Therefore, when
the first mergers take place, less gas is available to fuel the black
hole growth. In the MS, the first resolved haloes are identified at
later times with respect to the MSII. As these haloes are in the
rapid cooling regime, larger amount of cold gas are dumped into
the galaxies and become available for black hole growth during the
first galaxy mergers. In our model, gas-rich mergers also result in
a larger fraction of stars formed during mergers. To quantify the
importance of this channel, we record the mass of stars formed in
mergers Mburst for runs based on both simulations. Fig. B4 shows
the median fraction of Mburst with respect to the galaxy stellar mass
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Figure B4. Same as in Fig. B1, but for the fraction of stars formed during
merger-driven starbursts.
as a function of the latter. For the MS, the fraction is about 1.4 times
larger than that obtained for the MSII. In both simulations, however,
bursts contribute for less than ∼10 per cent of the total stellar mass
for galaxies with M > 109 M. Thus, we argue that the main
reason for the differences seen in the galaxy stellar mass function
and cold gas mass function is due to the systematic differences in
the black hole growth.
As explained in Section 2.3, we update the black hole model used
in HDLF16 by ‘planting a black hole seed’ in each galaxy sitting
at the centre of a halo with virial temperatures above 104 K. We
rerun our resolution tests using the same physical model adopted
in HDLF16 but including our updated black hole model. The solid
lines shown in Figs B1, B2 and B3 show results from these tests.
Both the galaxy stellar mass function and the cold gas mass function
now converge well at the most massive end. Our updated black
hole growth model also predicts consistent results for the relation
between the black hole mass and the galaxy stellar mass (see solid
lines in Fig. B3), although black holes tend to be more massive in
the MSII for galaxies with M < 1010 M.
A P P E N D I X C : D I F F E R E N T C H O I C E S
O F G′0 A N D ρsd
This section presents results of different tests related to the definition
of the interstellar radiation field (G′0) within the GK11 model, and
of the density of dark matter and stars (ρsd) within the K13 model.
Our default assumption for G′0 is given by the star formation
rate integrated over the entire gaseous disc, averaged over the time
interval between two subsequent snapshots and normalized to the
current rate of star formation estimated for our Galaxy. As discussed
in Section 2.4.3, however, it would be more physical to express the
interstellar radiation field in terms of the surface density of star
formation rate. In Fig. C1, we compare the predicted galaxy stellar
mass function (left-hand panel), H I mass function (middle panel)
and H2 mass function (right-hand panel) from our GK11 model
with results obtained using two alternative prescriptions for G′0. In
particular, blue lines correspond to a model where G′0 is assumed
to be proportional to the surface density of star formation averaged
over the entire disc. In this case, we assume the normalization factor
to beSFR,MW = 5 × 10−4 M yr−1 pc−2. Red lines correspond to a
model using the same assumption but within each disc annulus. The
figure shows that differences between these different assumptions
are very small (less than ∼0.1 dex at the low-mass end in all three
panels).
Fig. C2 shows a similar comparison but this time for tests made
using different assumptions to compute ρsd within the K13 model.
As explained in Section 2.4.3, our default model uses the calculator
provided by Zhao et al. (2009) to assign a concentration to any
halo in the simulation. Assuming an NFW profile, this allows us
to compute the density of dark matter. Red lines shown in Fig. C2
correspond to a model adopting the lower limit given by the fitting
formula provided by Krumholz (2013). We find that this param-
eter has little influence on the final model results and so signifi-
cant amounts of computational time can be saved using a simpler
approximation.
Figure C1. Results of tests for different assumptions to approximate the interstellar radiation field (G′0) within the GK11 model. The black lines correspond
to our default model where we assume G′0 is proportional to the total star formation rate within the galaxy disc and normalized to the star formation rate
estimated for our galaxy. The blue lines correspond to the same physical model but assuming G′0 is proportional to the surface density of SFR averaged over
the entire disc. Finally, red lines show results based on the same assumption but applied to each disc annulus. From left to right, the different panels show the
galaxy stellar mass function, the H I mass function and the H2 mass function at z = 0.
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Figure C2. As for Fig. C1 but this time for different assumptions for the density of dark matter and stars (ρsd) within the K13 model. The black lines
correspond to our default model described in Section 2.4.3. Red lines correspond to results based on the same physical model but using the lower limit for ρsd
resulting from the fitting function provided by Krumholz (2013).
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